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Map 1: Liberia’s plantations will cover ten percent of the country. © Global Witness

Cover images: Palotro Hill, June 2016. Sacred to the Blogbo people, now a construction site. © Global Witness
Emergency Response Unit police questioning community members, Sinoe County, May 2015. © Kuni Takahashi
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Liberia is the on frontier of palm oil
expansion in West Africa, with immense
plantations spreading across ten percent
of the country. Largest among these is
the plantation held by Golden Veroleum
Liberia (GVL), which is rapidly covering the
land of local communities in South-East
Liberia. When it reaches full size, the GVL
plantation will cover 2,600 km2, the size of
London and Barcelona combined and will
be tied for seventh largest in the world.1
In July 2015, Global Witness published
The New Snake Oil, documenting how
people within the GVL plantation
were being beaten, threatened, and
arrested and were subsequently signing
agreements giving the company their
land. The report also highlighted how
GVL expanded particularly quickly
during Liberia’s Ebola outbreak, nearly
doubling the size of its plantation. To achieve this the
company held large meetings where communities signed
over their land at a time when most people were staying
home for fear of contagion.2 GVL, which is linked to the
large Indonesian conglomerate Golden Agri-Resources,3
has denied that it intimidates community members or
exploited the Ebola crisis.4
A new investigation by Global Witness reveals that a year
later the situation of communities in the GVL plantation
has not improved and that in at least one community – the
Blogbo people of Sinoe County – matters are now much
worse. GVL has desecrated two important religious sites,
including bulldozing the Palotro Hill at which Blogbo
women would pray for fertility, turning it into a muddy
construction site for a large palm oil mill. GVL is fully aware
that it is building on a sacred place, having been told
by communities of the hill’s importance two years ago.
Indeed, in 2014 GVL staff reportedly assaulted a community
member protesting the Palotro Hill’s desecration, leaving
him hospitalized with severe wounds.5
Global Witness has also uncovered evidence that GVL is
paying armed state police to guard its plantation. These
police, who carry American-made M4 assault rifles,
have assaulted and arrested people in a community
neighbouring Blogbo. They are currently stationed on
the GVL plantation, fed, housed, and likely paid by the
company, and constitute an on-going intimidating presence
in the area.6 Over the past 15 months Global Witness has
presented evidence of these rights violations to GVL and
the company’s responses are discussed below.

The Blogbo people want to negotiate with GVL to save what
is left of their religious sites. However talks have broken
down and, with military police nearby, it is difficult to
see how they can resume.

DESECRATING AND LIMITING ACCESS
TO RELIGIOUS SITES
Over the past year, GVL has converted the forest, savannah,
and land owned by the Blogbo people into rows of oil palm
trees. Particularly shocking, two religious sites sacred to
the community – Palotro Hill and the Sleni River – have
either been destroyed by GVL or are now off limits to the
people. Blogbo community members report that they have
not given GVL permission to damage these religious sites,
and that the people are victims of collusion between the
company and a powerful local Senator.
Liberian religions place great importance in natural
landmarks – sections of forest, hills, or rivers – treating
them as people elsewhere treat churches, mosques, or
synagogues. These sites are where religious ceremonies
take place, cultural and spiritual traditions are upheld, and
where community members go to gain spiritual support
and protection.
The people of Blogbo have a number of religious sites,
but two important ones include Palotro Hill and the
neighbouring Sleni River. According to community
members interviewed, Palotro Hill served as a place that
women who were having difficulty conceiving would visit
to pray for fertility.7 The sacred Sleni River, which translates
as “the Immeasurable River” is also the location of an
important shrine to the Gborlor deity – a spirit after whom
the surrounding area is also named.8 Both Palotro Hill and
the Sleni River were maintained by local people in their
natural state, with no farming permitted.

Palotro Hill, June 2016. Wastewater ponds sit atop of desecrated Palotro
Hill and near the Sleni River, site of an important shrine.
© Global Witness
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Map 2: The GVL plantation covering places sacred to the Blogbo people.9 © Global Witness.

Despite protests and demands by the Blogbo people, both
of these religious sites are now useless to the community.
Palotro Hill has been razed, transformed from forest
into a muddy construction site on which a large palm oil
processing mill is being built.10 The Sleni River still flows
and is surrounded by a thin border of vegetation, but is
now off limits to the community and runs directly next to
the factory construction site and through GVL’s nascent
plantation. Photographs taken in June 2016 show large
ponds of waste water sitting on the hill and next to the river.

The hill was sacred to people in Tuoh
Town and Wiahs Town and was for example
used by women that could not have children.
When they went up on the hill they could
then have children.11 Blogbo community member,
June 2016

GVL states that it does not operate
on community land without the
people’s consent, obtained through
agreements called “Memoranda of
Understanding” (MOU).12 Yet a large
majority of Blogbo people interviewed
by Global Witness reported that GVL
was building on their land without their
permission13 and some community
members reported that they were
excluded from the process by which the
MOU was developed.14

Milton Teahjay, the local
Senator, rents his house to
GVL at very high rates.
© Front Page Africa

This disenfranchisement can be
placed, at least in part, at the feet of
the local Senator, Milton Teahjay. Many
community members believe Teahjay to
be an advocate for GVL and to be biased against the Blogbo
people in favour of a neighbouring community representing
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the Senator’s political stronghold.15 It certainly appears
that it is in Teahjay’s financial interests to keep GVL happy.
In 2015, Global Witness reported that the Senator rents a
house to GVL for three times the going rate. The company
states that this rate is reasonable.16 Teahjay also oversaw
the signing of the MOU handing over the Blogbo land and
it is probable that he was involved in the dismissal of a
Blogbo Town Chief who would not consent to signing
the agreement.17
GVL claims that it does not build on community religious
sites.18 Yet the company was aware that Palotro Hill was
sacred to the people of Blogbo before it started building
its factory and that it did not have permission to build
there. In June 2014, community members travelled with
GVL staff and a team of investigators from the international
certification body the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil (RSPO) to the Palotro Hill. While there, the community
informed GVL and RSPO representatives that the hill was
an important religious site and that the company did not
have permission to desecrate it.19 Later that day when
attempting to leave the site, community representatives
and their NGO colleagues were stopped at a checkpoint.
One of the community representatives was then badly
beaten, leaving him with a damaged eye, coughing
blood, and needing hospital treatment. According to one
eyewitness, this assault was undertaken by private security
staff working for GVL.20
When presented with the above evidence in September
2016 GVL stated that it has not infringed on the rights of the
Blogbo people. However, the company failed to respond
directly to evidence showing it had desecrated Blogbo
religious sites, pointing out only that RSPO investigators
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Receipt documenting injuries received by community
member near Palotro Hill.

had “ruled” on the matter.21 GVL has denied that its
financial ties to Senator Teahjay are irregular, claiming that
the rent it pays Teahjay is reasonable for the only suitable
building in the area. GVL has also denied that its staff were
involved in the June 2014 assault of a community member
near Palotro Hill.22

31 OCTOBER 2015

GVL states it will
not stop building on
Palotro Hill, thwarting
negotiations.
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• Blogbo community tells
GVL that Palotro Hill is sacred
• Blogbo community member
assaulted near Palotro Hill,
reportedly by GVL staff.
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Company signboards at GVL construction site on Palotro Hill, June 2016. © Global Witness
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Despite GVL’s behaviour, many Blogbo people hope that
GVL will help their region develop and remain willing to
negotiate with GVL about their land and religious sites.23
In October 2015, the community presented GVL with
an invitation to negotiate the terms of the company’s
operations. In order to negotiate, the people said, the
company should first cease operations that were damaging
the communities’ religious sites, farms, and old towns
from which communities gather their “life crops” such as
fruits and cola nuts.24 Shortly thereafter, GVL rejected this
offer25 and in December 2015 announced that it had started
importing construction materials for its factory. The mill is
due to be completed in 2017.26

Armed ERU police flew to the GVL plantation in May 2015 responding
to a community protest. They have stayed and are being paid by GVL.
© Front Page Africa

PAYING ARMED POLICE FOR PROTECTION
Even if GVL commits to talks, the Blogbo people are
unlikely to have an equal seat at the negotiating table
as GVL is currently paying some of Liberia’s only armed
police to protect its plantation, contributing to a climate
of fear and intimidation.
As of the time of writing, a contingency of Emergency
Response Unit (ERU) police forces carrying military
assault rifles is stationed in the Butaw section of the GVL
plantation, approximately one hour’s drive from Blogbo.27
All evidence suggests that this government police force
is located on the plantation with the sole purpose of
protecting GVL’s interests. The contingent was originally
flown in from Liberia’s capital Monrovia in May 2015 to
quell protests against GVL over low wages and other
grievances. In the weeks following the protest, ERU forces
beat protestors, ransacked houses, arrested 37 community
members, causing many other local people to flee into the
forest for fear of their safety.28 In July 2015 one of those
arrested, Fred Thompson, died in custody.29
In the subsequent eighteen months the ERU force has
established a permanent presence in GVL’s plantation.
According to research conducted by Global Witness and
GVL’s own statements, the company is currently providing
this force with food and lodging.30 As of November 2015 the
company was also providing the ERU with daily financial
allowances and stated that it had invited the ERU to stay
on its plantation to provide continued protection.31 When
asked in September 2016 whether GVL was still paying the
police, the company did not respond directly.32
Under Liberian law it is not illegal for a company to pay
government police for protection, nor is it uncommon in
countries worldwide for police to charge a company for
ad hoc tasks such as patrolling sporting events. Yet GVL has
not temporarily hired the ERU force. Instead, by paying,
feeding, and housing the ERU on its plantation for over 17
months GVL has effectively privatized state armed police.
In Liberia, that the police forces paid by GVL are armed with
guns is particularly significant. For a country that suffered
14 years of civil war there are comparatively few guns left in
Liberia. Rumours persist about buried stockpiles left over
from the war, but Liberia’s demobilization programmes
of the mid-2000s appear to have been successful. Indeed,
anxiety about firearms is so great that until this year, the
UN maintained an embargo on the sale of guns to anyone
in Liberia other than the government.33
As a result even the Liberian government has been
reluctant to put guns into the hands of its own security
forces. Although Liberia’s small army is armed, only one
of Liberia’s three police forces – the ERU – is allowed guns.
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However, as the ERU is designed to be deployed sparingly,
in particularly dangerous situations, its officers have been
issued particularly powerful weapons: American-made
M4 assault rifles, the same type of weapon used by the
US Army.
A 2009 study prepared for the US government described
the Liberian force as:

 a mobile, combat-capable Emergency
…
Response Unit (ERU) to help regular police meet
heightened dangers, confront armed groups
formed in defiance of the state’s authority, and
operate with the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) in
countering major internal or external threats.34
As alluded to previously, the ERU are not the only security
force protecting the GVL. The company also maintains
its own security staff who were reportedly responsible
for the June 2014 assault on an NGO worker showing
RSPO investigators the Palotro Hill. GVL staffers have also
prevented Blogbo community members from visiting what
remains of their sacred sites.35

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
Liberia’s plantation sector requires fundamental reforms,
including the swift passage of the long-stalled Land Rights

Act, which would formally recognize that rural Liberians
own their land. The country, with the assistance of its
international donor partners, also needs to develop laws
to regulate plantation operations, including environmental
safeguards and protections for communities so that land
is only provided to companies with the people’s free, prior,
and informed consent. A full list of the reforms needed can
be found in The New Snake Oil.
For the Blogbo people, however, the need for change
is urgent, and the following actions should be taken
immediately:

• G VL should stop building its mill on Palotro Hill and

stop restricting community access to the Sleni River.
The company should also stop paying, housing, and
feeding ERU forces and tell them to leave the company’s
plantation. At this point, GVL should enter into
negotiations with the Blogbo people to determine
what community land – if any – the company can use,
and what reparations it can provide for the damage it
has done to Blogbo land and religious sites.

• T he Liberian government, with the support of its

international partners, should immediately prohibit
payments by GVL to the ERU and withdraw the forces
from the GVL plantation. The government should also
investigate officials who are benefitting financially from
GVL, including Senator Teahjay, and those who have been
responsible for intimidating community members.

GVL needs to start respecting
communities’ right to give land only
with their free, prior, and informed
consent. Graphic © Oxfam.36
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